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Hybrid CoE is
an international, independent
network-based organization
promoting a whole-of-government
and whole-of-society approach to
countering hybrid threats. the
Centre’s key task is to build
participating states’ capabilities
to prevent and counter hybrid
threats. This is done by sharing
best practices, testing new ideas
and approaches, and providing
training courses and exercises.

Orginizational chart

Hybrid threat (HT) can be characterised as orchestrated
and synchronised action, that deliberately targets
democratic states’ and institutions’ systemic
vulnerabilities through a wide range of means.
HT activities exploit the thresholds of detection and
attribution as well as the border lines between war and
peace.

The landscape of Hybrid Threats: A conceptual model

Maritime Threats Nature/ Observations
Disturbances in shipping may have immediate and/or longterm effects leading to serious economic and political
consequences

S.L Instrument in Hybrid Conflicts
Threats in the maritime domain:
• progressively hybrid in nature
• difficult to model (complex appearance and cascading
nature).
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Cascading effects exploit vulnerabilities of different systems
and/or spheres at the same time in an interdependent manner
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Usual targets/ actions of Maritime Hybrid Actors
• Exploiting gaps in the regulatory framework
(UNCLOS/ International Humanitarian Law)
• Raise uncertainty and challenge security in
traditional maritime trade corridors
• Harassing sea lines of communication
• Change the regional (maritime) status quo
• Progressively exploiting vulnerabilities by
testing reactions
• Gain short term or long term profit (cyber
attack)
• Weaken/ Disable capabilities of CIs that
support shipping
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Further Considerations for conceptualizing Maritime Hybrid threats
• Advocate strict adherence to international rules and norms (PS of H-CoE)
• Observe the legal framework in political or operational responses to what might be
regarded as hybrid threats emerging at sea. Failing that, the consequences might be
unintentional and harsh
• Rapid reaction, from decision-makers or maritime operators, based on limited
information.
• Possibility of confusion and even mistakes among those actors that remain poorly
informed. (Some feasible actions are regarded as acts of war and may as such lead to
escalations)
• Ambiguity of legal normes (at hoc decisions).
• The contemporary interpretation of International Humanitarian Law is quite relevant.
(small-scale armed confrontation may be regarded as an International Armed Conflict
(IAC)/ HIS replaces UNCLOS).

Maritime Domain/ Training Events
HANDBOOK ON MARITIME HYBRID THREATS (2019)
SCENARIOS:
1. PROTECTION OF UNDERWATER INFRASTRUCTURE
2. CYBER ATTACKS AGAINST SHIPPING
3. CLANDESTINE USE OF UNDERWATER WEAPONS AGAINST SHIPPING
4. EXERCISE AND SHOOTING AREAS AS A HINDRANCE AGAINST NAVIGATION
5. FORCE PROTECTION AREAS
6. CONTROL ZONES AROUND ISLANDS
7. SHIP INSPECTION ZONES AT SEA
8. EXPLOITATION OF A CONTESTED CONTINENTAL SHELF/EEZ
9. NON-STATE ACTORS AS A VECTOR
10. APPREHENSION OF SHIPS BASED ON ALLEGED TERRORIST PURPOSE
LEGAL SCANUBLICATION 22ND NOVEMBER 2019 IN HOTEL STANHOPE,
BRUSSELS

Maritime Domain/ Training Events
HANDBOOK ON MARITIME HYBRID THREATS (2019)

1. Fishing in a contested maritime area
2. Embargo
3. Underwater Com. cable cuts
4. Proxies and small arms attack
5. Cyber- attacks and insurance coverages (revision)
6. Utilization of IEDs in the maritime field (Cooperation with
C-IED CoE)

RESILIENCE=CAPACITY TO
1) RESIST OR ABSORB DISTURBANCE
2) RESTORE CAPABILITIES
3) ADAPT TO A NEW ENVIRONMENT
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Training Opportunities
CoI VR of Hybrid CoE organises 3-4 training events for PS, EU&NATO (Naval,
Coast Guard, Maritime Policing or Counter Terrorist services and from
the relevant ministries ) based on the scenarios presented in the Handbook of
Maritime Hybrid Threats. Its scenario is followed by the corresponding legal scan
from experts.

In addition we have developed a pattern where national authorities are helped to
conduct vulnerability assessments and exercise countermeasures. Sensitive
information is not shared with HybridCoE experts.
Especially for maritime scenarios, realistic or fictitious maps can be created to
best visually represent and run a requested tailored maritime scenario. The
scenario will be accompanied with a corresponding legal scan from experts and
associated opinion questions for target audience through interactive web
platform

Questions

• hybridcoe@hybridcoe.fi
• www.hybridcoe.fi
• Follow us in Twitter @HybridCoE

